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Learning Objectives

• Learn how to win support of the board and compensation committee for transforming and refining the executive compensation program
• Learn how to overcome obstacles to getting an effective executive compensation program
• Learn how to reshape executive compensation to support transformation, clinical integration, accountable care, population health management

Agenda

• Challenges
• The Committee’s role and perspective
• Board’s role and perspective
• Compensation policy and philosophy
• The full picture
• Case studies
Challenges

• Era of unprecedented change
  – Uncertainty about future
• Need to manage operations even better while changing risk-averse organizations
• Public thinks executive pay too high
  – Boards represent their communities
• Boards and committees exercising more influence
• Turnover on compensation committee
• Boards don’t always trust committee

Unprecedented Change

• Medical model to health model:
  – promoting and managing health, not just acute care
• Consumer-driven: choice, access, cost, transparency
• Increased financial risk for providers
• Physician integration and alignment essential
• Physician leadership more important than ever
• Scale: getting bigger to manage risk and share costs
• Clinical informatics: to identify best intervention
• New competitors: retailers and insurers; outsiders moving into primary market
• Technology: telemedicine, remote monitoring, virtual appointments
• Declining reimbursement: boomers moving to Medicare; high-deductibles leading to write offs

Increasing complexity requires more sophistication in managing clinical integration, technology, virtual networks, financial risk, disease management, and population health. Overall leadership skills will trump technical competencies in leading change successfully.
Manage operations and change at same time

- Need to move the entire organization and manage into the future
- Even while rewards come only from managing operations well
- Need to learn how to manage risks in value-based contracts and accountable health
- Organizations need to change

Public: executive pay is too high

- Intense criticism makes it hard to deal with executive compensation issues
- Board representatives vs. executive pay: community values vs. fiduciary responsibility
- Size of executive team and its payroll cost rising as systems add new positions to lead change
- Regulation makes executive compensation risky
- Boards questioning whether pay in healthcare isn’t higher than in general industry
- Ongoing Operations
Boards and committees exercising more control

- Boards and committees no longer committed to past policies and approaches
  - Questioning compensation philosophy, peer group, and structure of program
- New board or committee chair aim to influence policy and/or structure of program
- CEO turnover gives committees opportunities to rethink past approach

Turnover on board and committee: problem and opportunity

- Turnover on board and committee often leads to re-opening questions about compensation policy
  - New members have no commitment to past decisions
- Getting the right members on the compensation committee is essential to having an effective compensation program
- Consistent leadership over time from same chair helps keep compensation program effective
  - But it may take a new chair to refine the program
Boards don’t always trust committees

- Boards should delegate oversight, within a policy approved by board
- Boards tighten control (demand right of approval) if uncomfortable with committee decisions or if left in the dark
- Important to maintain board’s trust in compensation committee

Committee’s role and perspective

- Who’s on the committee?
- Who’s leading the committee?
- What can the committee approve on its own?
- Does committee understand difficulty of recruiting and retain high-caliber executives
  - Goal of program should be recruiting and retaining
- Does committee support pay-for-performance?
- Is committee committed to making each part of package competitive?
Winning committee approval

- Spend time with chair to win his support
- Preview your recommendations with the opinion leaders on the committee
  - Let them know how much you care, and why
- Explain rationale for salary increases, discretionary adjustments (e.g., performance, retention)
- Set proposed incentive goals in context (e.g., past performance, industry benchmarks, best practices)
- Plan to spend several meetings on major new proposals
  - Deal with objections at first meeting, move toward acceptance in 2nd or 3rd meeting

Dealing with Nay Sayers

- Every board and committee has one
  - But s/he usually gives in to the majority
- Get the chair to deal with the nay sayer
  - Committee will generally follow the chair
  - If chair supports your recommendation, it will be difficult for nay sayer to prevent approval
- Be persistent and patient
  - Work with the chair and committee over time
Patterns in general industry

- Committee members often suggest following patterns in for-profit sector
  - Lower salaries, higher incentive opportunity
  - Long-term incentives, too
  - Modest benefits
- Private firms pay less than nonprofit hospitals and health systems
- Public firms pay lower salaries and benefits but much richer annual and long-term incentives
- Can you justify using for-profits in your peer group?
- Be wary of incentive designs from for-profit sector

Compensation policy/philosophy

- What’s the right peer group?
- How competitive should it be?
- What’s the right mix of fixed and variable pay?
- What’s the right balance between pay and benefits?
Getting the policy right

• Getting the compensation philosophy right is a big step in the right direction
  – Start with getting the peer group right
  – Define how competitive total pay should be when performance is good
  – Make sure it says benefits must be competitive
  – Maintain commitment to the philosophy by reviewing and reaffirming it (and peer group) regularly

Getting the peer group right

• What’s the right peer group?
  – Organizations like yours in size and other characteristics?
  – National or regional?
  – Public vs. private not-for-profit?
  – Special focus (e.g., academic, children’s, rehab)
  – Best performers?
Choosing peer group wisely

• Get to know what the organizations in your peer group do
  – Who has LTI or SERP
• Make sure the peer group includes organizations that could recruit you or your team members away
  – Bigger, higher-paying organizations
  – Organizations with LTI or SERP
• Most prestigious organizations in your region

How competitive?

• What’s enough to recruit and retain?
  – Can’t recruit experienced executives at median pay
• What do major competitors pay?
• How to deal with perceptions based on 990s?
• What about the outliers? (High and low)
Compensation Philosophies at Nonprofit Health Systems

• More than half of all systems position salaries at median—but more than half position total compensation above median (i.e., at P60, P65, or P75)

Compensation Philosophy in the Northeast Region

• More than half the systems in the Northeast region position total compensation at P75:
What’s the right mix?

• High base or total pay with generous incentives?
• Long-term + annual incentives or rich annual incentives?
• More pay while working or better retirement benefits?
  – Lifetime annuity worth more than generous pay for 5 to 10 years
• Adequate protection against loss of income (death, disability)
• P75 is 20% > P50; P90 is 30-40% > P50

What matters most?

• Turnover may be the determining factor
  – How much recruiting do you need to do?
  – Is turnover excessive due to inadequate compensation?
• Other circumstances affect answer, too
  – Age of executives, years until retirement
  – Incentives that don’t pay awards don’t work
Age of Executives

Impact of CEO Turnover

• Hospital CEO turnover in 2015 remained elevated at 18%, same as 2014\textsuperscript{1}

• Record High of 20% in 2013\textsuperscript{1}
  – Due to:
    • 16% involuntary termination\textsuperscript{2}
    • Trend of Consolidations\textsuperscript{1}
    • New Models of Care\textsuperscript{1}
    • Retirement of Baby Boomer Era, etc.\textsuperscript{1}

Source\textsuperscript{1}: ACHE March 2016
Source\textsuperscript{2}: The Impact of Hospital CEO Turnover in U.S. Hospitals: Final Report,\textsuperscript{1} prepared for the American College of Healthcare Executives, 2014
Impact of CEO Turnover

- New CEOs tend to retain less than 30 percent of their senior executives\(^1\)
- When a new CEO is hired\(^2\):
  - Almost 50% of CFOs, COOs and CIOs are fired within 9 months
  - 87% of CMOs are replaced within 2 months

Source\(^1\): The Impact of Hospital CEO Turnover in U.S. Hospitals: Final Report, prepared for the American College of Healthcare Executives, 2014
Source\(^2\): 10 Statistics on CEO Turnover, Recruitment, Becker's 12/18/13

The full picture

- Compensation philosophy
  - Right peer group, how competitive
- Salary vs. variable pay
  - Right mix
- Annual incentive vs. annual + long-term or retention incentive
- Basic benefits
- Supplemental benefits, including SERP
- Perquisites
- Severance
Refining the compensation program

• What needs to be refined?
• Develop a plan
  – Recognize it may take several years
• Start with the highest priority
• Start with rationale and prevalence
  – Needed to achieve strategic plan
  – Needed to recruit and retain
• Build a commitment to achieving competitive position outlined in compensation philosophy

Case studies

• System A
  – Positioned salaries and total at median, relative to regional competitors
  – Recruited new CEO first, then many other new executives
  – Embraced transformation and clinical integration
    • Changed peer group to leading national integrated systems
  – Got board to position total at P75 to recruit and retain
  – Won approval of supplemental life and disability
  – Won increase in annual opportunity (to get to P75)
  – Introduced LTI (to get to P75 of new peer group)
  – Introduced new DC SERP to bring retirement benefits up to competitive level
Case studies

• System B
  – New system in NE region formed through merger
  – New committee needed to shape new program
    • Considerable variation in legacy programs
    • Large committee: 1-5 representatives of each affiliate
  – Policy set salary midpoints at median of national peer group
    • Lowered ranges at flagship and for all affiliate “CEOs”
    • Implication of lower ranges for other affiliate executives, too
  – Incentive opportunity raised for most but not all affiliates
  – Executive benefits still need to be standardized
    • Committee surprised by degree of variation

Case studies

• System C
  – Public hospital system with conservative board and conservative program
    • Salaries below median
    • No incentives or supplemental benefits or severance
  – Announced intent to merge or sell
  – Executives started leaving for jobs elsewhere
  – Committee saw light and held onto remaining executives
    • Salary increases and annual incentives
    • Retention incentives and severance
What does it take to retire comfortably?

- Financial planners say it takes 60% of pre-retirement pay to maintain standard of living
- It takes a lump sum of 11-12 X annual income to produce a lifetime stream with 6% post-retirement investment earnings
- If post-retirement investment return is only 5%, it takes a lump sum of y-z X annual income

What’s a good retirement benefit?

- With no inflation and no raises, annual contributions 10% of salary for 25 years should generate a retirement income of 60% of salary (with 7% return pre-retirement, 6% post-retirement)
  - But with 3% salary increases, annual contributions need to be 15% of salary to get there in 25 years
  - And to get to 60% of final total pay (salary plus bonus), it would take annual contributions of 15% of total pay
- But with pre-retirement returns of 6% and post-retirement returns of 5%, it would take annual contributions of x% of pay for 25 years to generate a retirement income of 60% of final pay
7 Steps to Success

1. Educate board and committee on competitive practices
2. Use compensation philosophy to shape program and maintain consistency
3. Take it one step at a time, and persevere
4. Hold several committee meetings each year
5. Choose a consultant you trust and let the consultant meet alone with committee
6. Set proposed goals in context (benchmarks, baseline)
7. Bring proposed goals as drafts to get feedback before asking for approval
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